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"An irresistible page-turner. Murders pile up along with bombs, car chases, and betrayal, but not without the
droll humor that only a writer like Silverman knows how to blend into a story cozy readers won't soon
forget." - Jill Amadio, Author of Digging Too Deep "Crackles with memorable characters, Hollywood
legends, and as much action behind the mic as investigative reporter Carol Childs finds in the field. A fast-
paced story of international jewel thieves and the politics that play out in the newsroom." - Mar Preston,
Author of A Very Private High School "A rockin' thrill ride through the streets of LA and Bev Hills in search
of stolen jewels and murderous thieves." - Paul D. Marks, Shamus Award-Winning Author of White Heat
"Carol is a smart, savvy heroine that will appeal to readers. This is a cozy with a bite." - Rosemary Smith,
Books for Avid Readers (on Shadow of Doubt) "Fast paced and cleverly plotted, an edgy cozy with
undertones of noir." - Sue McGinty, Author of the Bella Kowalski Central Coast Mysteries (on Beyond a
Doubt) "Silverman's books are un-put-downable and very well-written. Another stellar outing!" - Goodreads
As radio reporter Carol Childs investigates a series of Beverly Hills jewelry heists, she realizes her FBI
boyfriend, Eric, is working the same case. Even worse, she may have inadvertently helped the suspect
escape. The situation intensifies when the suspect calls the radio station during a live broadcast, baiting Carol
deeper into the investigation. In order for her to uncover the truth, Carol must choose between her job and
her personal relationships. What started out as coincidence between Carol and Eric becomes a race for the
facts-pitting them against one another-before the thieves can pull off a daring escape, leaving a trail of dead
bodies behind, and taking the jewels with them. Related subjects include: women sleuths, murder mystery
series, whodunit mysteries (whodunnit), book club recommendations, suspense, noir. Books in the Carol
Childs Mystery Series: SHADOW OF DOUBT (#1) BEYOND A DOUBT (#2) WITHOUT A DOUBT (#3)
Part of the Henery Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like one, you'll probably like them all... Author
Bio: Nancy Cole Silverman credits her twenty-five years in news and talk radio for helping her to develop an
ear for storytelling. But it wasn't until after she retired that she was able to write fiction full-time. Much of
what Silverman writes about is pulled from events that were reported on from inside some of Los Angeles'
busiest newsrooms where she spent the bulk of her career. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband, Bruce,
and two standard poodles.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Poston:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also become a life style. This reading habit give you lot of
advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the book
which improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of publication
you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want really feel happy
read one using theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. The Without a Doubt is kind of guide
which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Jeffrey Paolucci:

It is possible to spend your free time to study this book this reserve. This Without a Doubt is simple to create
you can read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not have much space to
bring the actual printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save
often the book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this
book.

Oliver Crites:

You can find this Without a Doubt by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it may to be
your solve problem if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era such as now, you
just looking from your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately
make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.

Sang Weems:

Book is one of source of information. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen require book to know the upgrade information of year to year. As we know those textbooks
have many advantages. Beside we all add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the world. Through
the book Without a Doubt we can consider more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? To
be creative person must want to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that appropriate with your
aim. Don't be doubt to change your life at this book Without a Doubt. You can more attractive than now.
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